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(ABSTRACT) 

An algorithmic approach is developed for solving the minimax continuous 

resource allocation problem with multimodal cost functions. Unlike previous research in 

the same area which developed solutions for the same problem by imposing restrictions 

on the cost functions, such as the assumptions of monotoniciy or convexity, this approach 

is applicable to problems with multimodal functions with a finite number of local 

extrema. Another significant advantage demonstrated by this approach is that it provides 

all the optimai solutions to the problem; in contrast to previous algorithms which 

provided a single optimal solution. When a further level of optimization using a second 

objective function is desired, one needs the entire set of optimal solutions as provided by 

the procedures of this thesis.
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1. Introduction and Background 

The problem of resource allocation is one of the most widely investigated topics 

in the area of mathematical optimization because of its broad applicability to different 

classes of real world problems. The basic idea is that, given some type of resource 

whose total amount is N, we want to partition and allocate the total resource over n 

activities to minimize some objective function, F, whose value represents the "cost" of 

the allocation. This is formally stated as follows: 

Minimize F(x) = F(x, Xo, ...5 Xn) 

subject to > x; =N, where I = {1, 2, ..., n} 
iel 

where each nonnegative x; is the amount of resource assigned to activity i. 

In the above problem, if the resource is continuously divisible, then each x; can be 

any real non-negative number, i.e., the domain of the problem is continuous. However, 

when the elements of the resource are of the discrete type, each x; is modeled as an 

integer variable. The continuous divisibility versus discrete resource may seem to entail 

only minor differences in solving the corresponding problem. However, as can be seen 

from various research results in this area, the procedures to solve discrete and continuous 

resource allocation problems can be significantly different. One obvious basic difference 

is that the discrete problem can be exactly solved by exhaustive enumeration, while the 

continous problem cannot. 

A simple variant of the above problem formulation arises when the objective 

function F(x) is to be maximized instead of minimized. This would be the case when 

F(x) represents some "profit" or "gain" rather than cost of allocation. As stated in



[IbKa88], there is no significant difference between the solutions of the two problem 

formulations because maximizing F(x) is essentially the same as minimizing -F(x). 

In practical problems, each x; is usually assigned some upper bound u; 

representing a ceiling of the amount of resource that can be allocated to the i" activity. 

In general, a lower bound 1; may be also prescribed for the variable x;. The problem now 

becomes 

Minimize F(x) = F(xy, Xa, «5 Xn) 

subject to x x; =N, where 1; < x; <u; 

Clearly, for this problem to have a solution, we need to have the following condition 

satisfied by the given values of 1; and u; : 

LI<N<Xl;. 

The wide applicability of resource allocation problems can be seen from the 

various types of objective functions represented by F(x). The common used ones are: 

1 Separable: Minimize F(x) = F(x;, x, ..., Xp) = df (x), where each f; is a function 
ie] 

associated with each x;. References [ChCo58], [EGP76], [Sa70], [Zi82], [FeZi83], 

and [Ko71] provide examples of different applications using this objective function 

and proposed different approaches to solve them. 

2 Fair: Minimize F(x) = F(x, x2, ..., Xn) = g(max{f;(x;)}, min{f;(x;)}), where g(u,v) is 

nondecreasing with respect to u, and nonincreasing with respect to v. Some 

applications and solutions of this problem can be found in [FKI88] and [KIM85]. 

3. Minimax: Minimize F(x) = F(x), xo, ..., Xn) = max{f;(x;)}. References that deal with 

the Minimax objective function will be described below. 

This paper develops an algorithm to solve the Minimax continuous resource 

allocation problem. The previous research has provided algorithmic solutions to this



problem by imposing strict constraints on the behavior of each f;: each f; is restricted to 

be either nondecreasing ([[bKa88]), or quasi convex ({Ze81] and [Ic84]). Furthermore, 

these algorithms only provide one optimal solution, not all of the valid optimal solutions, 

i.e., they only provide sufficient, but not necessary, characteristics for optimality. This 

paper lifts the restrictions of monotonicity and convexity. Furthermore, the procedures 

developed in this paper provide all the solutions to the Minimax problem. We shall 

assume that each f; contains no constant interval (horizontal segment). Allowing a 

horizontal segment of a function f; will not cause significant changes in the approach to 

the solution. 

We now formally define this allocation problem: 

Minimize F(x) = F(x, x2,...,Xn) = max {fj(x;)}, ie I= (1, 2, ..., n} 

subjectto 2x; =N, xje[l,ul, <u; 

where each f; is continuous over its domain Dr, , and, for each Dr, , there is no interval 

[aj, bj], aj;<b;, such that for all x; € [a;,b:], f(x;) =c, for some constant c. Each 

function f; may be given as closed-form analytical expression of x; or as a table of values 

listing fj versus X;.



2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we will consider an example of the resource allocation problem 

with the objective function given above. We will examine one of the basic properties of 

F(x), provide definitions and notations, and generate a useful theorem for this resource 

allocation problem . 

One property of F(x) is the connectedness of its range. [Ru91] states that if two 

functions f and g are continuous over their corresponding domains, then max({f, g} = 

sup(f, g) is continuous, which implies that Rmax(f,g} is connected, since the range of a 

continuous function is connected. Based on this, if we let f(2]= max({f,, f.}, we get 

that fi2lis continuous. If we then let fl3] = max{fl2!, f,}, again we conclude that fl5] is 

continuous. In general, if we recursively define fl] = max{ftk-l], f,}, where k € {2, 3, 

..., n} and fl] = f,, we conclude that fi] = max{fim-, £,} = max{fj, f,, .... f£,} = F(x) is 

continuous, which further implies that R pial = Reg is connected. 

We now introduce the definitions and notations used in this thesis. Since we will 

frequently manipulate the set of indices I = {1, 2, ..., n} in the remainder of the paper, the 

following are provided for convenience: 

Definition 1: 

Define Ik, k € {1, 2, ..., n-1}, to be a proper subset of I with k elements, e.g., an 

example of TI? is {3, 5, n}. 

Definition 2: 

I,, k € {1, 2, ..., n-1} is defined to be the proper subset of I whose elements are {1, 2, ..., 

k}.



Let us now consider an example using the figure below: 

be 
i f,(x;)        

                           
uy u» 

Figure 1. Relationship Among y', {f;}, and F(x) 

The horizontal axis in the above figure represents x;, and the vertical axis, y, represents 

the corresponding f;(x;). In this case, I = {1, 2,3}. The horizontal line segments below 

the axis represent the domain of each fj or the interval constraint on x;: [lj, uj]. y' is an 

independent variable measured along the vertical axis. We will determine whether y' is 

attained by F(x) for some given N. Formally, we will determine if there exists some x’ 

such that > x; = N and max{ fj (x;)} =y'. We will examine the possible values of x’. 
iel 

Note that since max{ f (x) = y', we have f (xi) sy’, and thus the only possible values 

of each x; are the points in []j, uj], in which f (xi) sy’. Clearly, if y' is not attained by 

any f;, then y' is not attained by F(x), i.e., if y' is attained by F(x), then it must be in the 

union of the ranges of all f;'s, given in the following definition:



Definition 3: 
Let R= Ufj(xj)=URe¢,, xj €Dg,, Le., the union of all values that can be attained 

iel iel 

by each f; but not exceeding max{F(x)} = max {fj(x;)} Vx; e Dr.. 

Using the above notation, the next definition provides a more convenient means to 

describe the possible values of each x;,: 

Definition 4: 

Given yéR such that y' <max{F(x)}, let FF (y') denote an interval [aj;, bj; ] 

CDr, , aj <b; such that V xije (aj, by) f(x) < y', but f, (jj) and fj (bj) can be 

less than or equal to y'. Intuitively, lj is an interval of f, whose range fj (x;j) does not 

exceed y'. Furthermore, each element in between aj; and bj; will have its functional value 

stricly less than y'; only a boundary is allowed to have its functional value to equal y’. 

We will denote the collection of such intervals corresponding to the index i as the set 

{1,;}. For practical purposes, let 1, denote the array corresponding to the sorted 

elements of set {1,j}. Unless otherwise indicated, \;; is a shorthand notation of 1; (y’). 

In the above figure, we have 

Ty = (yy = (443, Bay], Ly2 = [2y2, by2I] 

Ty = [Ig] = [€21, bai] 

I; = (Is; = (a31, b3,]], (here a3, and b3, are equal to |, and us, respectively) 

Therefore, in this case, the possible values of X13 Ka, and x3 are points taken from the 

intervals {{a;;, by;], (a), b,2)}, {[a2;, b2]}, and {[a3;, b3,]}, respectively. If we are able 

to find some combination of these points which sums to N, then it seems that we can



conclude that y' is attained by F(x). Furthermore, instead of looking only at the 

combination of single points that will sum to N, we can observe the properties of a 

combination of intervals that can generate a combination of single points that will sum 

up to N, since an interval consists of an infinite number of points (unless the upper and 

lower limits are equal). The following definition provides a notion of a combination of 

intervals: 

Definition 5: 

Let [lij, K denote a vector of intervals where 1jj. € {Ijj,},and iely, 1e., (li, 1K, is 

a possible combination of intervals taken from the indices {1,2,..,k}. Unless otherwise 

indicated, [1j.] is a shorthand notation of [Ij, K=1- 

Note that the subscript j,; is used instead of a plain j to avoid any possible 

misSinterpretation that the combination of the interval is taken by using only the j-th 

interval of the set of intervals I;. 

Observe that whenever the summation of the lower bounds of a combination of intervals 

does not exceed N and the sum of the upper bounds is not less than N, i.e., N is 

sandwiched between these two sums, then there is an infinite number of combinations of 

points whose sum is equal to N that can be taken from this combination of intervals. We 

can therefore conclude that once a combination of intervals with this property is found, 

then the constraint )'x; =N is satisfied. However, we might not be able to conclude 
iel 

that y’ is attained by F(x); since F(x) = max({fj;(x;)}, and thus y' has to be attained by at 

least one value f.(x.). It is possible that we obtain some combination of K;'s that will 

sum to N, but all of them actually result in £,(x;) being strictly less than y'. The



following theorem, however, assures that we can determine if a given y' (with the 

condition in Definition 4) is attained by F(x) only by checking if the property x; =N 
iel 

is satisfied: 

Theorem 1: 

y' is attained by F(x) = max {f; (x:)} if and only if there exists a vector of intervals 

(ij, ] such that Dd aij, <N< » dy. . 

iel iel 

Proof: 

Sufficiency: 

Given a combination of intervals [Tij.] with the above condition, the following provides 

a scheme to find some x’ such that YX; = N, where each K; is taken from each Ij. : 
ie] 

1 Let Xi = aij. Viel 

2. If Daj, =N, then we find x' € Dry). Otherwise, let m be the smallest element of 
iel 

k n 
BclI,wheeB={kelI: S)by + Say, 2N). Note that B#@ because n € 

i=l i=k+1 

B. Now ifwelet x, = bj. Vie (1,2,...k-1}, let xj= ay, Vie (k+l, k+2, 

... nj}, and let Xk = N- ¥x;, then we get that x; = N, which impliest that x' € 
itk iel 

DF;x)- 

Now that we have concluded that [lj. generates x' , we need to show that y’ is in fact 

in the range of F(x). Since Vi é I, Iij. consists of elements whose functional values 

are less than or equal to y', we know that f,(x,)< y’. If max(f;(x;)} = F(x’) = y,, then 

Clearly y' is attained by F(x). If max({f;j( x:))} = F(x') < y’ then we know that a value



smaller than y' is attained by F(x). Since y'’ < max{F(x)} and the range of F is 

connected, this implies that y' must be attained by F(x). 

Necessity; 

First note that proving 

y' is attained by F(x) implies that there exists a vector of intervals [Tij.] with the 

above condition (*) 

is equivalent to proving 

If there does not exist any vector of intervals with the above condition, then y' is not 

attained by F(x) (**) 

and thus instead of proving (*), we can prove (**) to show the necessity of the theorem. 

If there does not exist any vector of intervals with the above condition, then each 

vector/combination of intervals will not hold the property » Aij, <N< », dy. - Now, 
ie] iel 

assume, to the contrary, that it is still possible to have y' attained by F(x), i-e., there 

exists some x' such that F(x') = y'. Since F(x’) = y’, we have that > Xj =N. Since y' = 

iel 

max {f;(x;)}, Viel, fj (x;) < y’. This implies that Viel, Ki must belong to some 

interval Ijj, by the definition of Ij, ie, Viel 4 aj., bj, such that aj, Sx; <bj.. 

Since Viel, aj. S xj, and >) x; =N, we conclude that » aij, < N. Analogously, since 
iel ie] 

Vitk, by. >Xi, we conclude that N < > bi. - We are therefore able to find some 
ieI 

combination of intervals [Iij, J such that » aij, <N< » bi. , which is a contradiction, 

iel iel 

and thus y’ can not be attained by F(x).



We have now found a scheme to determine whether a given y' is attained by F(x). 

If we repeatedly decrease this y' value (with some fixed step-size A) and determine, 

using the above theorem, whether or not the current y’ is attained by F(x), we will be able 

to find the smallest y' among our sample values of y' that were attainable by F(x). The 

next step is to decide whether or not this y' is actually y* = min{F(x)}. Since the range of 

F(x) is connected, if we repeatedly decrease a value y' with some decrement A and 

determine if the current y' is attained by F(x), and stop the procedure only when we 

obtain a y’ that was not attained by F(x), we can conclude that the previous y' value was 

actually min{F(x)} = y*. The value of y* is therefore the previous attainable y’. We can 

use this simple procedure of decrementing y' with some A repeatedly to find the correct 

y*. This is not recommended, however, since it will be computationally expensive. We 

need to use a step-size small enough to reduce any error tolerance €, but a small step-size 

implies more trials to finally find some y’ that is not attained by F(x). Alternatively, this 

paper uses the procedure of binary search on some part of the range of F(x) to find the 

value y*, which is described in the following chapter. 

10



3. The Algorithm 

This chapter presents the detailed procedure for solving the minimax resource 

allocation problem. The solution consists of determining the minimum value y* of F(x) 

as well as the value(s) x* of x for which this minimum is attained: 

y* = min{F(x)} = F(x*) 

3.1 Overview of the Procedure 

We first carry out a preliminary step to make the domain of each f; as restricted as 

possible, based on the values of N and the lower and upper limits of the other domains. 

Once this is performed, we can precede to the main steps of the algorithm. The basic idea 

is to perform a binary search with the use of different values of y'. In the beginning, we 

will let y’ be some (positive) number chosen in the manner described later in this paper. 

Once the first y’ , denoted by FirstY’, is selected, we trace each f,; from 1; until u;. For 

each i, we keep track of all intervals 1;. The next step is to check if the condition 

_ mentioned in Theorem 1 holds for at least one combination of the intervals. If so, we 
MaxMinF + y’ 

conclude that this y' is attained by F. In this case, we replace y' by 5 

where MaxMinF is the smallest possible value that can be attained by F(x), the 
y +FirstY' 

calculation of which will be explained later. Otherwise, we replace y' by 5 

Starting from this point we repeatedly check if the new y’ is attained by F and update y' in 

the following manner: 

11



MaxMinF + y 
1 If y' is attained by F and y’ > MaxMinF, let the new y’' be 5 , and we 

update SmallestAttainY’, the smallest attainable y’ so far. We also keep track of 

[{1,;(SmallestAttain Y’))] 

2 If y'is attained by F but y' = MaxMinF then we conclude that y* = MaxMinF has 

been found, let {ij} = ((Gjy}] , and exit the loop 

3 If y' is not attained by F and the difference between the current y’ and 

SmallestAttainY' is greater than some predefined error-tolerance €, then we let the 
y +SmallestAttainY' 

2 

4 Otherwise, (if y' is not attained by F and Icurrent y' - SmallestAttainY! < €), then 

  new y' be 

we conclude that y*, within the given error-tolerance e€, has been found (which 

equals SmallestAttainY") and exit the loop 

After exiting the loop, i.e., after determining the value of y*, we precede to determine all 

possible x* such that F(x*) = y*. To do this, we need to find all combinations of [x; ] 

that result in y*. This seems to be either an impossible or a very costly procedure, since 

each interval consists of an infinite number of points. However, as we will later see, 

each combination of [xi] that will result in the minimum solution will have certain 

characteristics, and thus the number of possible combinations that need to be checked can 

now be reduced by evaluating only those combinations that have these properties. 

The following sections will describe each of the steps of the algorithm in greater 

detail. 

3.2 Restricting the Domain of Each f; 

This is a preliminary step aimed at determining if the domain of each f; can be 

restricted to an interval [A;,0;] which may be smaller than the given domain [];, uj], i.e., 

12



[A;,.0;] & [];, ujJ. This is useful in reducing, in addition to the work needed to trace each 

f,, the number of intervals I; that need checking, because each domain has now possibly 

been shortened. Note that although lower and upper bounds are specified for each f;, the 

actual possible values that can be assigned to each x; may not actually be from the whole 

interval. A simple example is when b; > N; then clearly we will not be able to assign to 

X; any value greater than N. Let us consider the following example: 

Let N = 5, n=3, and the domains of f,, f,, and f; be [1, 5], [2,4], and [1,6], 

respectively. Note that for any x;, the largest value that it can attain is when each other x; 

takes the smallest value on its interval, i.e., its lower bound. Analogously, the smallest 

value that x; can attain is when each other x; takes the largest value on its interval. In this 

case, then, the largest possible value that x, can attain is when x, = 2 and x; = 1. Since N 

= 5, and DX; = N, the largest possible value that can be assigned to x, is 5 - (2+1) =3, 
iel 

and thus we need to shorten [1,5] to [1,3]. Using a similar argument, we conclude that [2, 

4] should be shortened to [2, 5-(1+1)=3], and [1, 6] should be shortened to [1, 5- 

(1+2)=2]. The next step is to check if it is possible to shorten each interval further, by 

increasing the lower bound of each x;. The lowest value of x; occurs when the other x;s 

are the largest possible. Thus the smallest value that x, can attain is 5 - (3+2) = 0. 

However, since 1, = 1 for x,, the smallest value that x, can attain remains 1. If we apply 

the same procedure to the other indices, we find that the lower bounds of the intervals are 

in fact the lowest possible value that each x; can attain. From this example, we can 

generalize the smallest possible value, A;, and and the largest possible value, v;, of each 

xj as Aj = max{lj,N- 0; } and vj = min{u;,N- A; ). Note that the use of 4 and 
jti j¥i 

YD in the summation symbol means that the values of A and v are not independent, one is 

calculated from the result of the other. If we first calculate v;, then each A; is in fact ];, 

13



and vice versa. Reference [Ha89a] describes this conclusion, together with its rigorous 

proof, in more detail. 

3.3 Choosing the First y' 

The first y' chosen in implementing the algorithm is fairly significant. Note from 

the outline of the algorithm, that in order to determine whether or not y’ is attained by 

F(x), we only need to find one combination of intervals [Tj] such that 

aij, SNS D/by.. Once a combination is found, we conclude that y’ is attained by 
ie] iel 

F(x). However, to determine that y' is not attained by F(x), we may need to check all 

possible combinations of intervals to conclude that there does not exist any combination 

that will satisfy the above condition. 

There are many ways to choose the first y'’. The simplest way is probably to pick 

any value large enough to ensure that it is attained by F(x), but not too large so that it will 

not exceed max{F(x)}. The method proposed here is more costly, but it ensures that y’ 

will be attained by F(x) in the first step, which implies that this first y', denoted as FirstY’, 

will not be greater than max{F(x)}, which is a condition needed in Definition 4. Note 

that the following procedure assumes that }'1; < N $ }/u;, because otherwise it means 
iel iel 

that the domain of F(x) is empty. The idea of the procedure is similar to the idea of 

finding the x’ used in the proof of Theorem 1, except that it uses the largest element 

instead of the smallest element of B. 

procedure GetFirstYy 

begin 

Let Xj, i © {1, ..., n} be lj. 
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If >) x; =N then y' = max{f; (X;)} [A y' is found] 

ie] 

else if ¥x,<Ns Sx, +Up, then we know that the correct Xp, is 

iel iel,-} 

between [l,, u,], 30 we let xX, = N- V1; and output y' = 
iel,-1 

max{f£ 4 (Xj) } 

else 

? 

Let j := n-1 

while ))x;< N do 
i*j 

If )xj=N then y' = max{f£;(Xj)} [A y' is found] 
iel 

else if \xj<Ns Yixjt+uj+ xj, then we know that the 
iel iel;_, iel—I;-{j) 

correct xj is in (ly, usl, so we let Xj ~ N- Dx and 

i*] 

output y' = max {£3 (X;)} 

else 

Xj = uj 

j:=j-il 

end if 

end while 

end if 

end 

3.4 Tracing the Functions {f;} to Obtain [{Ijj}] - The First Step 

15



The following procedure can be used to obtain the set of intervals for each index i such 

that Vxi €1ij,f{(xjj) Sy’. The variable MinF[i] and MaxF[i] correspond to the 

minimum and maximum values attained by each f; respectively. They are used for the 

following reasons: 

1 Once all [MinF[i]] and [MaxF[i]] are found, we will find MaxMinF = max{ MinF[i]}. 

Let us assume that MaxMinF was attained by some fj( Xj). Since 

VXxj E Dr, » MinF[j] $s f j(x;) , and since we need to take x; from each index i in I to 

sum to N, any combination of x; will not result in F(x) = max {fj(x;)} < f;( Xj), which 

implies that F(x) can never be less than MaxMinF. This information is useful in 

performing the binary search on the minimum values of y: we avoid attempting to 

find a solution to y' < MaxMinfF, i.e., we will use MaxMinF as the smallest bound in 

our binary search. To decrease the magnitude of error caused by the use of StepSize, 

once MaxMinF is found, for each index whose minimum value equals MaxMinF, we 

can use a smaller StepSize on its neighborhood (whose length is twice the original 

StepSize) and attempt to find the smallest value in each neighborhood. This will be 

our new MaxMinF., 

_ 2 Note that if we use the above procedure to obtain the first y’, it is guaranteed that we 

will be able to find such y’. This y', which we later call FirstY’, can now be used as 

the largest bound in our binary search. The next step in the binary search will be to 

a. We now need to find all [{Ij,}]. The standard procedure is set y' = 

to trace each function. However, if for some index m, MaxF[m] < y', we know that 

the entire function is actually located below y', which implies that the set of intervals 

corresponding to this index consists of only one element, [1,,,U,,]. If this is the case, 

there is no need to trace the function. 
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The following procedure is to be executed for each index i. Note that a linked list 

is used to store the set of intervals corresponding to each index, since we do not know in 

advance how many intervals there are for each index. If static memory is not a problem, 

the use of arrays is advisable, as arrays are easier to access in the steps for determining 

whether y’ is attained by F(x). 

procedure InitTraceFunction 

Inputs: i, y' 

Outputs: Linked-List-of-Intervals[{i], NIntervals[(i], MinF[i], MaxF([i] 

Note: Linked list is a doubly linked list 

begin 

x' := 1[i]; 

Linked-List-of-Intervals[i] := nil; 

MinF[i] := f£(i] (x'); 

MaxF[i] := £[1i] (x'); 

while x' <= u[i] do 

while (tempf := f[1i](x')) > y' and x' <= u[i] do 

x' := x!' + StepSize; 

if tempf > MaxF{i] then MaxF[i] := tempf; 

end while 

if f[i](x') <= y' then 

Create a new interval with a := x'; 

end if 

while (tempf := f[i](x')) <= y' and x' <= u[i] do 

x' :* x' + StepSize; 
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if tempf < MinF[i]) then 

MinF[(i] := tempf; 

MinxX[i] = x' 

end if 

end while 

if f[i](x') > y' then 

Insert the new interval with b := x' at the end of list 

end while 

end; 

The next step is to execute the following procedure: 

procedure GetMaxMinF 

begin 

MaxMinF = MinF[1] 

for i= 2 to n do 

if MinF(i] < MaxMinF then 

MaxMinF := MinF [i] 

Remove list of previous MaxMinF indices, and create a new one 

consisting of i 

else if MinF[i] = MaxMinF then 

insert i into list of MaxMinF indices 

end if 

Decrease StepSize 

For each index in the list of MaxMinF do 
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Retrace f(i] (x[i]) in the neighborhood (Minx[i]- 

PrevStepSize,Minx[i]+PrevStepSize] and find new Minx[i] 

MaxMinF = min{MinX[i]} {This can be changed to max{Minx[i]} if it is 

deemed that the risks of missing y* is very small} 

3.5 Tracing the Functions {fj} to Obtain [{Ijj}] - The Latter Steps 

The following procedure is used to obtain the set of intervals for each index i such that 

Vxij €1ij,fi(xj) Sy. The first step for each index is always to check if the entire 

function is located below y' to possibly reduce the number of calculations. Otherwise, 

the standard step will be used. It is possible to trace the entire function in a similar way 

with the previous procedure, but this will be redundant. This procedure takes into 

consideration the following information: 

1 Whenever it is determined that the previous y' was not attained by F(x), i.e., we need 

to increase y’, the only portion of the curve that need to be evaluated will be those 

which were not included in the intervals corresponding to the previous y'. The 

procedure will therefore use each a,j and evaluate only fj to the left of ajj, starting 

from aj; itself, until at some point fj exceeds y’. The new a;; will be the last value of x; 

whose evaluation did not exceed y'. We continue this tracing until a;; < bj), adding 

any possible intervals between aj; and b;;.;. Similarly, the procedure will then 

evaluate f; to the right of b;;, until at some point f, exceeds y’. Again, the new bj; will 

be the last value of x; whose evaluation did not exceed y'. This time, we do not need 

to continue tracing fj until bjj <ajj,;, because any new intervals will have been 

found later, when we traced f; to the left of the next aj; Note that in performing this 

procedure we may actually obtain some new aj; <b; j.1, or a new bj;> a; 3,1, such that 

two intervals are now joined into one. It is therefore necessary to later determine if 
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we can join more than one interval by checking the existence of an overlapped portion 

of the function in consecutive intervals. 

2. Similarly, when we need to decrease y’, the only portions of the curve that need to be 

evaluated will be those which were included in the intervals corresponding to the 

previous y'. In this case the procedure evaluates only fj to the right of aj;, until at 

some point f; is equal or less than y’, and obtain a new a;;. We continue this tracing 

until a;;>b;;, and find new intervals in between. The new bj; will be obtained in an 

analogous manner. In this case, we check if for each j, ajj > bj, because this implies 

that this interval does not actually exist, and should therefore be deleted in the final 

output. This case is simpler than the previous one, because here we simply need to 

check the same index j for each pair of a,j and b;;. 

procedure TraceFunction 

Inputs: i, y', direction, NIntervals[i], Linked-List-of-Intervals[i] 

Outputs: Linked-List-of-Intervals[i], NIntervals[i] 

begin 

if MaxF[i] < y' then 

Nintervals[i] := 1; 

Linked-List-of-Intervals[i] := {{({1[i],u[i]]} 

else 

if direction = 'u' then {need to increase y' - going up} 

for k := 1 to j do {expand each interval} 

while a > 1[i] and a >= Previous b and f[i] (a) <= y' do 

a:=a - StepSize; 

while a > 1[{i] and a >= Previous b do 
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Perform a similar tracing procedure to the previous one, 

adding any new intervals between a and Previous b to the 

current list of intervals 

while b <= uf[i] and b >= Next a and f[i] (b) <= y' do 

b := b + StepSize; 

end for 

{Now join intervals, if possible} 

TempiInterval := last (Linked-List-of-Intervals[i]) 

while PrevInterval # nil and PrevInterval*.b > a do 

a := PreviInterval*.a; {combine 2 intervals into 1} 

Remove PreviInterval from list; 

NIntervals[i] := NIntervals[i] - 1; 

end do 

else {need to decrease y'} 

TempInterval := first (Linked-List~-of-Intervals([i]) 

while TempInterval ¥ nil do 

while a < b and f[i] (a) >= y' do {shrink each interval} 

a := a + StepSize; 

if a < b then {interval is not empty - yet} 

Find any possible new intervals in a similar procedure to 

the previous one for the portion of curve between a 

and b and insert new intervals to list of intervals 

while a < b and f[i] (b) >= y' do 

b := b - StepSize; 

if a > b then 
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Remove TempInterval from Linked-List-of-Intervals [i] 

and let the new TempInterval be the next interval 

Decrease NIintervals[i] 

else 

Tempinterval := NextInterval 

end if 

else 

Remove TempInterval from Linked-List-of-Intervals[i] and 

let the new TempInterval be the next interval 

Decrease Nintervals[i] 

end if 

end do 

end if {direction} 

end if {MaxF[i]} 

end 

3.6 Determining If y' Is Attained by F(x') 

We next check whether y' is actually attained by F(x). The simplest case is when at least 

one of the index has an empty {Ij}. Otherwise, we continue with the standard 

procedure. This can be done by checking for the existence of a combination of intervals 

[Ijj, ] that satisfies the property stated in Theorem 1. If none such combination exists, 

then we conclude that y' is not attained by F(x), otherwise, if we find one combination 

of intervals with this property, then we conclude that y' is attained by F(x). For 

convenience, the procedures in the remainder of the paper will use the following 

definition: 
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Definition 6: 

Define v, | v2 to mean that two vectors v,, V2 are concatenated such that v, is followed 

by V4. 

Procedure CheckY Attained is executed for each given y’, after the sets of intervals 

[{ lij, }] have been found for all indices i in I. It first checks whether the summation of 

the {a;,} of the first interval from each index exceeds N. If so, then clearly y' is not 

attained by F(x). Similarly, it also ensures that the summation of the {b;,} of the last 

interval of each index is not less than N, because otherwise y' is not attained by F(x). In 

the remainder of the paper, we will assume that the sets of intervals that need to be 

considered will have their redundant elements already eliminated, i.e., the intervals whose 

{a,j} are greater than N, which can be implemented with a simple procedure. Once this 

is done, it calls procedure GetNextCombolnt (Get the Next Combination of Intervals) 

repeatedly until either a desirable combination of intervals is found or until there are no 

more possible intervals to be checked, which is indicated by the value of k = 0. Before 

executing this procedure, it initializes the current pointers j;'s of indices {1, 2, ..., n-1} to 

1, i.e., it indicates that the first combination of intervals that need to be checked is the 

combination of the first intervals of all indices {1, 2, ...,n-1}. The next step is to check if 

there exists an interval corresponding to index n that satisfies 

Din + nj, sNs » din + by, i.e., an interval that will make the current 
iel,-} iel,) 

combination of [1j;.] satisfy the condition in Theorem 1. This is performed in a binary 

search with the use of j,: it first checks the middle interval of Intervals[n], and depending 

on the value of N and the current combination of [lij, Bo, it will either check the 

intervals on the left or right of the middle interval. This is repeatedly done on the index n 
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until a conclusion is found: whether or not there exists any interval on the n-th set of 

intervals corresponding to the index n that will satisfy the above property. For 

convenience, we will call the indices {1, 2, ..., n-1} as the fixed indices since in 

performing the binary search on the set of intervals corresponding to the index n, we only 

move the pointer j, while keeping the other pointers j;, i in {1, 2, ..., n-1} fixed. We then 

repeat the same procedure for every possible combination of [lij, fe. If we find some 

combination of [lj fe with some Ij whose apj_ results in Daj, > N, then we 
iel 

know that the current Inj, cannot be used to satisfy the combination li. PI 

[Ip-1j,_, +1], ie, the same combination of Ijj.'s from indices (1, 2, ..., n-2}, with the n- 

1th Tj,» On-1j,_,+1] the next Ij, of In-1j _,, because it will surely result in a 

summation of ajj,'s greater than N. And this is true for each other apy, where k > jp. 

This is why the array Range[i] is used: to indicate the last possible index of intervals of 

index i to be checked. The use of Range[i] is therefore to indicate that we need not check 

the intervals located on the right of Range[i] because it will not provide a solution. The 

next step is then to set Range[n] to be j,-1, the index of the interval located immediately 

on the left side of Ij, the interval whose a,j causes the sum Dai, to exceed N. 
ie! 

Now, by repeatedly increasing the pointer to the n-1" interval, jp.1, we will either (1) 

reach the last interval of the n-1'" index, or (2) encounter some j,.; that results in 

D aij. + @n-1,j,-, + 4n1 > N, i.e., some interval I,_} da-1 whose @n-1jn-1 will cause 
iel,-2 

the summation of ajj.'s of the current combination to exceed N regardless of which 

interval we choose from the set of intervals corresponding to index n. In this case, we 

will change Range[n-1] to j,.}-1 because we know that any future combination of 

intervals from indices {1, 2, ..., n-2} will never need to use the intervals on the right of 

In-1,j,-;—-1» because that will surely result in })ajj. > N. 
i€, 
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Since there are now no possible combinations that can be generated from the 

current []jj, BY, we will change the current combination of [Ijj, E?. This is performed 

by increasing j,-2 and letting j,.] = 1. We then repeat the above procedure with the new 

[Ij. Ifa), where the new [Ijj. JP! equals the previous (ij. FP Wn-2,j,-7 +111]. 

i.e., the same combination of intervals from indices {1, 2, ..., n-3}, with the n-2" interval 

being the next interval of 1,2; -2, and the pointer to the last fixed interval, n-1, 

initialized back to 1, because we now need to check a different set of combinations of 

intervals. Now that j,.) has been changed, we need to set the new Range[n], because the 

previous value of Range[n] is only valid for the last combination of intervals, in which j,_ 

, is located toward the end of the set of intervals corresponding to the index n-1. To 

avoid missing any possible desired combination, we will let Range[n] be the largest index 

k such that Dai; + an SN, ie., the largest possible value of a, that will not make the 
iel,,-1 

summation of the current combination exceed N. Similarly, we will also set Range[n-1] : 

it will be the greatest index k such that ij, + Ap, +A] SN. Once these are set, 
iel,_2 

we again perform a binary search on the n"" set of intervals. 

To generalize the above steps, if we previously let k=n-1, we next decrement k 

whenever j, reaches Range[k] or whenever Dai; + }'a;, >N, ie., whenever aj, 1s 
iel, iel, 

the largest possible to sum to N (Note that this setting of new Range[i]'s is again based on 

the idea of attainable values of each x;,'s ([Ha89a])). We then set j,, where i € {k+1, k+2, 

.., N-1} to 1 again, to start generating new combinations for the new [ajj, IK. We also 

set Range[i] to be the largest k; possible to sum to N for the current combination of 

(aij, Ky, ie., the largest kj such that } api, + yam +aix, SN. We repeat this 
pel, mel, —{i} 

procedure of decreasing k and increasing j, until either a desirable combination of 

intervals is found, in which case we conclude that the current y' is attained F(x); or until 
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k=0, in which case the exhaustive procedure of finding all possible combinations is 

terminated and we conclude that the current y' is not attained by F(x). 

procedure CheckYAttained 

begin 

If any of the index has empty {Ii5} then 

YAttained := false 

return; 

YAttained := false 

If not ())ajj> N or ))biNtntervalsfi]) < N) then 
iel iel 

k := n-1l 

for i := 1 to n-1 do 

ji = 1 

Range[i] := NIntervals[i] {in the beginning we assume that all 

intervals can be a part of a desirable combination} 

end do 

while (not YAttained) and (k > 0) do 

GetNextIntCombo 

If YAttained then 

Replace [{Iij}] corresponding to the previous SmallestYAttain 

with the new [{Iij}] 

end if 

end 
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procedure GetNextIntCombo; 

var CurrIndex, k: integer; 

begin 

if Daij, +4n1 < N and jn-1] <™ Range[n-1] {there is at least one more 

ie! ,-1 

interval to be checked on the set of intervals of index n-1} then 

Increase jpj-; {check the next interval} 

Perform binary search on Intervals[n], from n, to NRange[n] (*) 

If found [I[n][j,] such that Dd aij. SN s ) dy. then 
iel iel 

YAttained := true 

SmallestAttainy' := y' 

{[I(SmallestAttainy')] := [I(y')] 

end if (**) 

else 

k := n-l 

repeat 

if Day, + Da > N then {if the rest of intervals will not 

iel, iel, 

generate a solution, then we will not check them} 

Decrease k 

until k = 0 or Di. + Y ais N or YAttained := true 

iel, iel, 

If k > 0 then 

Increase }j, 

for i :* k+l to n-1 do 

34 22 1 
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Let Range [i] := the largest 5 such that 

> apj, + » ami + bj SN 

pel, mel, - {i} 

end for 

end if 

Repeat Steps (*) through (**) 

end if 

end 

3.7 The Final Step: Determining the Correct Combinations of x; 

By repeating the procedure CheckY Attained for different y' values chosen in the manner 

described in the steps of the algorithm, we will finally obtain the value of y* = 

min{F(x)}. We now need to identify all possible combinations of intervals that will 

satisfy Theorem | to find all the possible solutions x* such that y* = F(x*). We also need 

to identify the exact solutions, i.e., the combinations of single points (or single points and 

intervals). Since there are an infinite number of points in an interval, this objective of 

generating all combinations of the single points seems to be either impossible or very 

costly to perform. However, as the following theorems will show, the number of 

combinations of single points that need to be checked can be reduced by only checking 

the ones that satisfy certain properties that a minimum solution must have. The following 

definitions are needed in the subsequent theorems. 

Definition 7: 

If there exists some c; > 0, such that Yj = fi( xi) < f(x) V x; in [x; Ci, Xi +C;], then 

y; is called a local minimum value of {;,and x; is referred to as a local minimum point 
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of {;. Note that if x; is a boundary point of the domain interval []j, uj], then f,(x;) is 

either a minimum or a maximum on some interval [x; , x; +C;) if xj is a lower bound, or 

on some interval [x; -c;, x; ] if x; is an upper bound. In such a case, when x; is a 

minimum, we refer x; and f;(x;) as a boundary minimum point and a boundary minimum 

yalue respectively. In the remainder of the paper, we shall assume, unless otherwise 

indicated, that whenever it is stated that f; is increasing at xj, then it is implied that f; 

is increasing on[x; -c;, x; +c;] for some positive c;. 

Definition 8: 

A regular value {;(x;) is any value f;(x;) that is neither a local minimum value nor a 

value evaluated at a boundary. Similarly, a regular point x; is any x; that is neither a 

local minimum point nor a boundary. Note that this includes a local maximum point Xj. 

We shail observe later that a local maximum point of f; plays no significant role in 

finding a solution to y* = min{F(x)}. 

3.7.1 Solutions of the First Type: Regular Points 

As stated in the following theorem, a solution x* with all regular points will have equal 

functional values with all the functions being either all increasing or all decreasing on 

their corresponding points. We shall refer to such an x* as a solution of the First Type. 

Theorem 2: 

If x*is a solution to y* = min{F(x)) and each Xi is a regular point, then the 

following properties hold: 

1. fj's are either all increasing or all decreasing at xi 's 

2. Wi,jeL, f;) = £(;) 
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Proof of 1; 

Let [xi] be a regular solution to y* = min{F(x)}, and suppose, to the contrary, that it is 

possible to have a situation in which there exist some two indices k, | such that f, is 

increasing on [x,-Ch, x, +c,] and f, is decreasing on (x; “Ci, x1 +¢]. We will obtain 

some x** which results in F(x**) < F(x*), i.e., a contradiction to the hypothesis that 

F(x*) is the minimum value attained by F. Note that F(x*) = max{f;( x; )}. For 

convenience, we rank the values of f;( x;) in nonincreasing order f i (xj. ), f i, (i) sess 

f in (xi, ). There are two cases to consider: 

1 Max{fi(xj )} = fj, (xj, ) is unique: 

1.1 If fj, is decreasing on [xj -¢i, xj +¢;,] for some cj, > 0, then take some fj_ 

° . * e * * 

that is increasing (or a local maximum) on [Xi “Cj, Xi +c; ]. Note that we 
m 

in? 

will always be able to find this function because of the assumption that there 

exist some two indexes k, | such that f, is increasing on [xy “Cy, XE +C,] and f; is 

decreasing (or a local maximum) on [x} CI, x} +C,]. We then let xi = Xj, +d 

and let x; = xj_ - d, where d is a positive number satisfying f, (xj, +d) < 

fi, (xi, ) and also fj, (xj, -d) < fj, (Xi, ). Since fj, (xi,) is the unique 

maximum value among f;( x), f i, (xj) > f,( xy) for all k # i,, which implies 

that d will always be found because f;, is decreasing on xi, “Ci, > xi +c;, ] and 

2 . . * * 
f i, 18 increasing (or a local maximum) on [xj -¢ Xi, +c; ] so there must im’ 

be some positive number xi =Xj. +d in (xj, , xj + c ij] and some Xj =Xj_- din 

[xi “Cj X;,,) Such that fi, (x;,) > fi, (xj. ). Since fj, is decreasing on [xj 

xj +c;,], we know that fj, (xj, ) < fj, (xj,). If we let all other xj = xj, then 

F(x**) = max (f(x; )} = max{ fj, (xj, )» £1, (%i, )» fi,, (%i,, )}> all of which are 

less than fj, (x;,). And thus we conclude that F(x**) < F(x*), a contradiction to 

F(x*) being the minimum of F(x). 
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Figure 2. A Hypothetical Illustration of x* Consisting of Both Increasing 

and Decreasing {f,} with Unique Maximum Regular Point 

From the figure, we can observe that, if we replace the portion of the solid 

curve to the right of i of the present f;_ with the dashed curve to the right of 

xi , then we can easily conclude that the case where Kj is a local maximum 

does not result in any significant difference. 

1.2 The proof for the case where f i, (x;.) is increasing is analogous. 

1.3. From Figure 3 below, we can also observe that when fi, (xi,) is a local 

maximum, a contradiction is also reached, regardless of the behavior of 

fj (xi): 

Other possible shapes of 

fin at %, 
  

  

    

* a ah * “ue Xi 

Xj “* Xi, = Xj Xin Xin Xim *& 

Figure 3. A Hypothetical Dlustration of F(x*) with the Maximum Value Being A 

Local Maximum 
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* . . : 
2 If max{f;(x;)} is not unique, say, up to some index k, then there are two cases to 

consider: 

2.1 Each of the maximum-attaining functions are either all increasing or decreasing 
. * * : : 

on some interval [Xi, “Cis Xi, +c; ]. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
J J 

they are all decreasing on this interval (the case where they are all increasing is 

analogous). Consider some function f,, that is increasing on [xm Cm» Xm +C yy]. 

Again, this function can always be found because of the assumption of the 

existence of two functions, one increasing and the other decreasing. Since 

*., ; ; ae 
fl Xm) is less than all of these maximum values, there exist some positive 

k * * 

numbers d, d; di peey di , such that the summation of 2% + di.) + Xm - 
FF 

k 

d= DXi, + Xm, and f, (xj, +d; ),j © {1,..., k}, are all less than fj, (xj,) and 
j=l J J 

* * we, * ak * 
fj, (%i, —@ < fj, (%j,)- If we let xi» J € (1,..., k} be xj, +di., Xm be Xm - 

d, and all other xi be Kis then, using a similar argument to that of 1.1, we 

reach a contradiction since F(x**) = max{ fi, (xj, ), fi, (xj, )y ves fi, (xj, ) 

fica (xi, ) fi, (xj )}, each of which is less than fj, (xj, ). 

  

  

ax * x * x 
: : : : X : x = A; 

Xi Xin Xi, Xi, Xio Xio 13 “13 14 Ig 

Figure 4. A Hypothetical Illustration of F(x*) Consisting of Both Increasing and 

Decreasing Values with All Decreasing Maximum Values 

2.2 There are m and k-m maximum values (fi, «i,)) that are decreasing and 

: . * * . : os 
increasing on [x ij Ci; Xi, +i, ], respectively. Using a similar argument to that 
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in 2.1, we come to the conclusion that there exist some positive numbers dj , 

* 

di. ey di diy esy di such that fj, (Xi, +di),lé {1, ..., m}, are all less 

than fi, (xi), and also fi, (Xi, —dj,), l € {m+l, ..., k} are all less than 

* mx Ks m La . 
fi, (xj, ),and D)(xj, +4i,)+ LCi, -di,) = xi, + 2D xi,- Now, applying 

1=1 l=m+1 1=1 l=m+1 

a similar argument to that of 1.1 by letting Xi, = Ki, +i, ,le {1,..., m}, and 

letting xi = Ki, -dj,,1 € {m+l, ..., k}, and letting all other x = Xia we again 

reach a contradiction. 

    

  

Figure 5. A Hypothetical Illustration of F(x*) Consisting of Both Increasing and 

Decreasing Values with Both Increasing and Decreasing Maximum Values 

Therefore, if F(x*) is the minimum value attained by F, then either all f;'s increase on 

* * * * 

[xj - Cj, Xj + Cj] or all {f,} decrease on [x; - cj, xj + Cj]. 

Proof of 2: 

Assume, to the contrary, that it is possible to have a condition in which x* is a non- 

boundary solution to y* = min F(x) and there exist m maximum-attaining f;'s, and n 

minimum-attaining functions f;'s. By the first property of a minimum solution, all fj's are 

either all increasing or all decreasing on [xi -ci, x; +c;]. Without loss of generality, we 

assume that all of the functions are decreasing (the case where they are increasing on the 

intervals are similar). Again, using a similar scheme to the Proof of 1, Case 2.1, we come 
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to the conclusion that there exist some positive numbers dj), where | are the indices of the 

maximum values, and, d,, where k are the indices of the minimum values, such that 

f(x; + dy) < f(x,) and f,(x_- d,)< fi(x]), and the summation of ¥ (xj +dy)+ 

¥ (xy —d,) = > xi +) x, . Now, applying a similar argument to that of 1.1 by letting 
+ 

xX} = xj+ d,, and letting Xk = Xk - d,, and letting all other x; = Kis we again reach a 

contradiction. Therefore, all £.(x; )'s must be equal. 

3.7.2 Solutions of the Second Type 

As shown in the following theorem, a solution x* with some boundaries and regular 

points will have equal values of regular {f.(x;)} > boundaries {fix j)}> and consists of 

either all upper bounds and increasing regular (f(x )} or all lower bounds and 

decreasing regular (£.(x; )}. 

Theorem 3: 

Let x* be asolution to y* = min{F(x)} with some boundaries { xj } such that { Xj } are 

not boundary minimum points and f,( xj )'s do not exceed max {f;(x ‘)) = f(x ‘) for some 

| regular Xk Then the following properties hold: 

1 For all regular points Xk XT (x1) = f(xy), and are either all increasing or all 

decreasing. 

2 2.1 Uf all regular values {f.(x})} are increasing then for each boundary Kj, Kj = 

Uy 
* 

2.2 If all regular values {f(x ,)} are decreasing then for each boundary xj »Xj= 

ij 

Proof; 

There are two cases to consider: 
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1 None of the maximum values are boundary values, i.e., for all boundaries Xj , fi( xj) < 

F(X g)- This implies that max {f,(x;)} is attained by regular {f(x ,)}. Now, 

applying a similar argument to the proof of the previous theorem to the regular 

{f(x )}, we will obtain some F(x**) < F(x*) unless all maximum regular values are 

equal to each other and are either all increasing or all decreasing on Xk; because we 

will always be able to obtain some regular values {f,(x;, )} that are less than 

(f(x ,)}. Thus Part (1) of the theorem is proved. To prove Part 2 of the theorem, 

we Shall analyze the case where all regular functions are increasing (the other case is 

similar). Assume, to the contrary, that it is possible to have a lower bound xj= lj, 

£(x;) = fj(uj) < f(x 4) where f(x.) is increasing. If for each boundary xj we take 

*e * . * ak * 
some x; > xj and for each regular (increasing) x, we take some X_ <X, such that 

fj) < f(xy) and f(xy) <fi(xy) and xy +X; =x, + xj, we will obtain some 

F(x**) < F(x*) if we let each other x; equal x;, and thus if all regular {f,(x,)} are 

increasing, then all boundaries { Xj } must be upper bounds. Using a similar argument 

to the case where all regular values are decreasing, we conclude that all boundaries 

must be lower bounds. Therefore, this type of solution consists of all regular values 

being equal to each other and either all regular values are increasing combined with 

upper bounds, or all regular values are decreasing combined with lower bounds. 

2 There exists at least one boundary x such that f( xj) = f(x ,)- There are 2 cases to 

consider: 
* . 

2.1 {xj } are either all upper bounds or all lower bounds: 

Assume, to the contrary, that it is possible to have regular Xb xX] such that f, is 

: * * to. . * * . 
decreasing on [X,-Cy, X,+C,] and f) is increasing on [xj -cj, x} +c;]. Since the 

. . * . 
case in which all xj;'s are lower bounds are analogous, here we will analyze the 

* . em * oe 
case when all xj's are upper bounds. Now, if we take some xj < xj, x < 
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* *e * * * * ak ak *% . 
Xj, and x, >X, such that xj +X) +X, = Xj +X) + X,, then we will 

obtain max {f;( x; )} < max ({f,(x;)) = min F(x), a contradiction. Thus all non- 

boundary f;(x ) must be either all increasing or all decreasing on [x; <i, x; +c. 

We now prove that all regular values must be equal to each other. Assume, to 

the contrary, that it is not the case that all regular functions are equal to each 

other, i.e., there exists some regular index m such that fn(X m) < f(x 4). Based 

on the previous proof, we know that all regular values must be either all 

increasing or all decreasing. We examine the case when they are all increasing. 

This implies that there exist some regular Xin > Xm and some XE < Xk such 

that f(x m) > fm(Xm) and f(xy )<f(xz)- Since fon(xm) < (x ,)» We will be 

able to find this x7, and x, such that f,,(x 7.) < f(x, ) and f(xy) < f(xy) = 

F(x*). If we let each other xi = Kis then we will obtain some F(x**) = 

max {fmy(X m)» f(Xx )» Some value fi(xj") = fi(xj) < f(xj)} <F(x*), and thus 

we reach a contradiction to the assumption that not all regular values are equal 

to each other. We now prove that if all regular values are increasing, then all 

boundaries must be upper bounds. So far, we know that all regular values 

(x 4) are all increasing and are all equal to each other, and for each boundary 

Xb» f(b) < f(x). Assume, to the contrary, that it is possible to have xh = |p. 

If fy(x 5) = f(x 4)s then fy(Xb) is a local minimum boundary value, which is 

later discussed in Type 3 Solution. Otherwise, we will be able to take some Xp 

>x}, and some x; <x, such that f(x, ) < f(x) and f(x ) < f(xy). If we 

let each other x; = x;, we will obtain F(x**) = max (f,(x, ), fp(xp ), Some 

boundary value fy, & b,) < f,(x,)} < F(x*), another contradiction. If we 

analyze the case where all regular values are decreasing in a similar manner, we 

will reach to the conclusion that all regular values must be equal to each other 
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2.2 

and if all regular values are decreasing, then all boundaries must be lower 

bounds. We can conclude that all regular values must be equal to each other 

and either we have a combination of all regular increasing values with upper 

bounds, or all regular decreasing values with lower bounds. 

There exist both upper bounds and lower bounds, call them Xu and x] : We 

e . e © e ae * ek 

will immediately reach a contradiction by taking some x, < x, , and xj > 

* . . . ele ° e * * 

xX; . This will result in a condition in which the maximum of the boundaries 

values are less than f(x 4). Since we have both upper and lower bounds, we 

can increase or decrease any regular values appropriately by increasing or 
° * . . . * . 

decreasing x, and compensate the difference by either reducing x, or 

increasing XI , to finally obtain F(x**) < F(x*). Therefore, if x* is a solution to 

y* = min {F(x)}, then we cannot have both upper and lower bounds occur 

simultaneously. Assume, without loss of generality, that all boundaries are 

upper bounds. We need to show that in this case, all regular functions must be 

increasing. Suppose it is possible to have some regular index k such that f(xy) 

is decreasing. We will then be able to find some x > Xk and some boundary 

Xp <Xp such that f,(xp ) <f,(xp) and f(xy ) < f,(xp) since f(x) < f(x p)- 

Again, we will obtain some F(x**) < F(x*), another contradiction, and thus all 

regular values must be increasing if all boundaries are upper bounds. We now 

need to show that all regular values must be equal to each other. Assume, to the 

contrary, that it is not the case that all regular values are equal to each other, 1.e., 

there exists some regular index m such that fn(X m) < f(x 4) < f(x p)- Then 

there exists some Xm > Xin and some Kk < Xi and some xh < xh such that 

ake id eke Li *% * * * * 

fin(X m )< fp (x p), f(x )< fp{X p), and f(x p )< fp(x p) and Xm +X~ +Xp= 

‘wx ak eg . *% % . . 
Xm +X, +Xp- Again, if we let each other x,, = Xj, we will obtain some 

F(x**) = max({f(Xm)> f(x, )s fy (Xb )s some boundary value 
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fb, (x b, =f p ; (x b ; )<f,(x5)) < F(x*), which is another contradiction. Thus if all 

boundaries are upper bounds then all regular values must be increasing and 

equal to each other. Applying the same argument to the case in which all 

boundaries are lower bounds, we conclude that if all boundaries are lower 

bounds then all regular functions must be decreasing and equal to each other. 

And since we have proved that we cannot have a combination of x* that 

includes both lower and upper bounds, we can further conclude that all regular 

values of x* must be equal to each other and are either all increasing or all 

decreasing. If they are all increasing, then the boundaries must be all upper 

bounds, otherwise, the boundaries must be all lower bounds. 

3.7.3 Solutions of the Third Type 

As shown by the following theorem, solutions of the Third Type are characterized by 

F(x) being attained by at least one local (boundary) minimum value of some fj 

Theorem 4: 

Let x* be a solution to y* = min{F(x)}. Jf max(f;j( x )} is attained by at least one 

local minimum value f ma(Xm) or one boundary minimum value £4, (xp ), then if all of 

the following conditions hold: 

1 For all local minimum points xtq,s Xm> fm, (m,) = fm, (Xm) and 

2 For all regular Xj, xj fi(x; ) = f,(x;) = f (Xm): and 

3 Either: 

3.1 All regular f;'s are increasing on Xi and if for all boundaries Xb such that 

fy(xp) < F(x*), Xb = Up 

or 
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3.2 All regular f;'s are all decreasing on Xi and if for all boundaries Xb such 

that fy(xp) < F(x*), xp = lp 

then such x* is unique in its neighborhood, otherwise, there are an infinite number of 

such x*, unless there exists exactly one other gq #m such that fy (xq) <f (Xm ). 

Proof: 

We will first show that when all of the above conditions hold, x* is unique in the 

neighborhood. We will show that we cannot find any x** in the neighborhood of x* such 

that yx; = N and max(f;( x; )} = F(x**) = F(x*). Since > x; has to equal N = 
ieI iel 

% . ge * wee * *k 
DXi ,» we need to find at least two indices p, q such that x) > Xp and Xq < Xq to 
iel 

maintain the sum of N. We consider three cases: 

1 Either p or q is equal to any possible local minimum index m: then f p(Xp ) >fp (xp) 

= fm(Xm) because f,,(x,,) is a local minimum. Since f_(Xm) = F(x*) < fm(%m) 

< F(x**), x** cannot be a minimum solution if p or q is chosen from the possible 

local minimum indices. 

2 pis aregular index: To obtain fp(xp ) < fy(xp)s we need to have fp increase on 

Xp; so we need to choose the situation in which the regular functions are all 

. ; ; . * ; 
increasing. We will need to find an appropriate index q such that xq > Xq to obtain 

the sum N. Since all the regular functions are increasing and are equal to themselves, 

any index q obtained from a regular index will result in fg( xq) > fgl Kq) = F(x*), and 

thus we can only choose q from the boundary indices. However, since all the 

boundaries are upper bounds, we will never be able to find such xq 

*% 

3 pis a boundary in which fp(Xp) < F(x*): Since Xp < Xp: this has to be an upper 

bound, which further implies that all of the other boundaries x, that satisfy fy(x,) < 

F(x*) are also upper bounds. We can therefore only choose q from the regular 
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intervals, which are all increasing, according to the conditions given. Since fy( xq) = 

F(x*), xq. > Xq> and fy is increasing on Xq> fa(xq ) > fg(xq) = F(x*). Again we 

are not able to find such x**, 

Therefore, such x** does not exist, i.e., x* is unique in its neighborhood. 

To show that there will be an infinite number of x* otherwise, we observe from the 

figure below that when any one (or more) of the conditions above does not hold, the 

number of such x* is infinite regardless of whether or not the other conditions are 

satisfied, unless there is exactly one index q # m such that fg (xq) <f (Xm ). Since 

the proofs will be very similar to one another, only one case is discussed. We can 

observe all the situations that may occur if the first property is not held from Figure 6. 

The way to observe the figure is by including the curves corresponding to indices m, 

and my», and finding all possible combinations of any types of curves for the other 

indices that will constitute x*. 

  

  

Figure 6. A Hypothetical Illustration of F(x*) Attained by At Least One Local 

Minimum with the Local Minima Not Equal to One Another 

Note that the exceptional case in which the theorem will fail is when there is only one 

other index q # m such that fq(xq) < f (Xm): This is so because we need to 
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maintain the condition ), Ki =N. When there is only one such index, we would not 
ie] 

be able to find a combination of intervals (each of which consists of an infinite 
1s . ; ; + 

number of points) among the non minimum index to still satisfy ))x; = N and 
iel 

max {f;( x; )) = f a(Xm ). Otherwise, we will have more than one interval whose 

functional values of the elements are less than or equal to f n(Xm ). We will then be 

ses oe *, . * 
able to find an infinite number of combinations of x; 's that result in )’ x; taken from 

iel 

these intervals and still obtain y* = max{fj(x; )} = f (Xm): 

Now that we have identified the conditions that a minimum solution can have from the 

the three types of possible solutions above, we shall next show that these three are the 

only possible types of a minimum solution. Since F(x) = max({f;(x;)}=f;,(x,) for some k, 

k may not be unique, we will consider all types f(xy) for a given minimum solution x*: 

1 Xx is a local minimum: then we have the condition assumed by Theorem 4, and thus 

this type of solution is included in Type 3 Solution. 

2 Any of the x,'S is a boundary: there are three cases to consider: 

2.1 If Xi is a minimum boundary, then we again have the condition assumed by 

Theorem 4, and thus this type solution is included in Type 3 Solution 

2.2 Otherwise, if there exists any regular Kj such that f(x j) = F(x*), then we have 

the condition assumed by Theorem 3, and thus this type of solution is included 

in Type 2 Solution. 

2.3 Otherwise, if F(x*) is attained only by boundary values, then if the maximum 

attaining boundary values consist of both lower and upper bounds, then, using a 

similar proof to the one used in Theorem 3 part 2.2, we will reach a 

contradiction to the assumption that x* is a minimum solution, and thus the 
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boundary values must be either all lower bounds or all upper bounds. We now 

assume that all boundaries are upper bounds. Since F(x*) is attained by a 

boundary only, call this Xb we need to check the possible types of functions 

whose. values are less than F(x*). If any of the smaller values of f(x;) is 

regular, then, applying the proof used in Theorem 3, part 2, we know that we 

ae * . 
cannot have a combination of x; that consists of both upper bounds and 

decreasing functions, and thus any regular functions in this case will be 

increasing. We will reach a contradiction by taking some Xb < Xb and some 

regular XE < XE which results in some F(x**) < F(x*)= fiy(X b> and thus we 

cannot have the case in which F(x*) is attained by a boundary only when there 
. . * * 

are regular values. The only exception is when each x; =u; or each x; =]; . 

But in this case, this combination is the possible combination that will sum up to 

N. 

3 X,'S are all regular: then we have the condition assumed in Theorems 2 and 3, and 

thus this type of solution has also been covered. 

4 Any of the x} 'S is a local maximum: This case has been discussed briefly in Type 3 

Solution; a contradiction results whenever F(x*) is attained by any local maximum 

because we can always increase (or decrease) XE appropriately to decrease f(xy) 

and thus obtain some other F(x**) < F(x*). 

Since we have looked at all possible types of max({f,(x;)}; and in each case it is 

concluded that the type of solutions have been covered, the three types of solutions are 

the only types of solutions for x*. The exception is the case in which the only 

combination of x; that can result in N is either all upper bounds or all lower bounds, in 

which the domain of F(x) consists of only one element. This is implicitly covered by 
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Type 2 Solution, i.e., when there are no regular values, then all the values will be either 

upper boundary values or lower boundary values. 

We can now eliminate the number of possible combinations that need to be 

checked; we will only consider those that satisfy the above properties. We can now 

proceed to the next step of the algorithm. 

3.8 Classifying [{ljj(y*)}] 

From the above types of minimum solutions, we observe that a possible solution can be 

either a combination of points or a combination of both points and intervals. We will 

therefore need to categorize each interval corresponding to each index: whether it 

represents a single point, i.e., its length is less than €, or it is a regular interval. This is 

done simply by checking, for every set of intervals corresponding to each index i, which 

of its elements have the lengths less than €. The results are stored in two arrays for each 

index: one for single-point intervals and the other for regular intervals. The use of arrays 

is to increase efficiency, which now becomes a significant issue since we need to find (or 

access) all combinations of solutions. Due to its simplicity, the exact procedure is 

omitted. We continue to the next step of the algorithm by observing the characteristics 

of a minimum solution stated in the previous theorems. 

3.9 Analyzing and Generating Each Type of Solution 

The following sub-sections outlines the approach to generate all the solutions from the 

combinations of intervals. 
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3.9.1 Type 1 Solutions - Regular Points 

Since Type 1 involves only regular f;( Ki )'s, the only possible intervals that will contain a 

solution x* will be all Ijj such that Iljj! > €, i.e., intervals that theoretically contain more 

than one point, because a point implies that it is a local minimum. In addition, since all 

£(x; )'s are equal to each other and since none of the f;'s has any constant (horizontal) 

segment, the only possible Ki 'S along the intervals will be the limits of the intervals, since 

these limits are the only Ki 'S that can result in f;( x;) = y* (recall that all the points in 

between are strictly less than y*). Furthermore, since f(x; )'s have to be either all 

increasing or all decreasing, x* in this situation can only be a combination of either all 

ajj,'S or all bjj.'s. Since the procedure of checking which points will sum to N involves 

some predefined error-tolerance €, we will introduce the following definition: 

Definition 9: 
E 

For any two given expressions €,,€, define €, = €, to mean e, and e, are equal within 

some error tolerance €,or, more precisely, le, - el <€ 

And thus, in our procedure we need only find combinations of all ajj.'s such that 

E € 

> aij, =N and all bjj. 's such that }) bj, =N. Note that once a combination of the lower 
ie] iel 

limits of some intervals has been determined to result in N, we can no longer use the 

same combination of intervals. It is feasible to keep track of all the combination of ajj.'s 

that result in N so that in the next step of the procedure, we will know that the bjj.'s 

taken from the same combination of intervals will not result in N. However, if there are 

many possible solutions, than this idea may actually be more computationally expensive, 

because now, for every combination of bi, 's, we need to check if its corresponding aij. 'S 
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belong to this set of known solutions, and the checking implies that we need to observe 

the elements in the set of known solutions. The procedure used in this thesis does not 

keep track of the known solutions with the justification that the overall number of 

possible combinations of bjj.'s that actually have the corresponding ajj.'s belong to the 

set of known solutions will be small, and thus a simple evalution for every combination 

of points may actually have a better performance. 

3.9.2 Type 2 Solutions - Regular and Boundary Points 

The possible combinations of this type are somewhat similar to the ones of Type 2. Since 

the characteristics of this type of solutions are that the values of all regular f;( X; )'s are 

equal to each other and the functions corresponding to these values are either all 

increasing or all decreasing, we can again use a similar scheme to (2) to generate the 

possible combinations of the regular x; 'S. The next step is to consider the boundaries. 

Since a solution x* of this type can only consist of either all increasing regular x;'S and 

upper bounds, or all decreasing regular xi's and lower bounds, we know that the only 

possible combinations that need checking are all bj 's with upper bounds, and all ajj.'s 

with lower bounds, that will sum to N. Furthermore, since all upper bounds are also 

classified as bjj.'s, and all lower bounds are classified as ajj.'s, the final procedure to 

obtain combinations of this type turns out to be exactly the same as the procedure used 

for Type 2 Solutions. 

3.9.3 Type 3 Solutions - Regular, Boundary, Local Minimum Points, and Intervals 

For convenience, we will consider all the cases of solutions of Type 3 separately, as they 

can result in several combinations of different types of points and intervals. For a given 
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combination of intervals, we can obtain either a finite or an infinite number of solutions. 

The following gives all the types of possible combinations: 

1 Finite Solutions for A Given Combination of Intervals: 

1.1 All of the points are local minimum points: It is possible (although very 

unlikely) that x* consists of all local minimum points whose values are equal to 

each other. To find these points, we check the intervals from all indices whose 

E € 
lengths are less than € and check if aj, =N or by, =N. 

iel iel 

1.2 n-1 points are local minimum points, 1 is obtained from an interval: To find 

n « . 

these points, we find ( combinations of local minimum points. We sum 

these points, and check ifN- } Aik or N- > ii is in one of the 
ieI"~ i 

intervals belonging to the index not included in the n-1 points (within some 

error-tolerance €). 

2 (Possibly) Infinite Solutions for A Given Combination of Intervals 

Recall that, for a Type 3 solution, a given combination of intervals results in a unique 

solution only when all regular f.(x;)'s are equal to each other and are either all 

increasing or all decreasing. Furthermore, when some boundaries are involved, the 
ws * . . 

non-local minima x;'s will also have the same characteristics as Type 2 Solutions, 

and thus we can use the same procedure as before to solve for regular and boundaries 
* . . . . t oe . 

x;'s. The first step is thus to obtain all combinations of ajj.'s, i in I,, from intervals 

whose lengths are less than €, and obtain 4 > (aj, + bi, ), i.e., the sum of the 
ieI* 

midpoints of the intervals whose lengths are less than €. The reason that a midpoint 

is chosen is to reduce any possible error of € for each index. By taking the 

midpoints, it is hoped that the amount of error willl be reduced. The next step is to 
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obtain > i (cr ¥ ii ) from non local minima intervals. If ) by.<N 
ieI-1* ieI-1* ieI-1* 

(within some error-tolerance €) or if > aii >N, then the current combination of 
ieI-1* 

the intervals will not generate a_ solution. However, if 

| » ii; —(N- $ X (aj, + dij, )l<e, ice., if the sum of the upper bounds of the 
ielI- 1k ieI* 

regular intervals is equal to 4 > (ajj, + bij.) within some error-tolerance €, or if 
ieI* 

| > ii —(N- > (aij. + dij, )l<e (the lower bounds), then the current 
ieI-1* 2 ok 

combination of the intervals will generate a unique x;. If Y ii <N< i : 
iel-1* ieI-1* 

then the current combination of the intervals will generate an infinite number of such 

Xi. The output for this combination of intervals can be simply the intervals 

themselves that are later shortened to reduce redundancy. The following describes 

the generation of the possible combinations in a greater detail: 

2.1 A Unique Solution for A Given Combination of Intervals: 

k points, 0 < k < n-1, are local minimum points, n-k points are obtained from 

regular intervals, where n-k points are either all aij.'S or all bj. 's, which implies 

that either the rest of the points are all regular increasing points and upper 

bounds, or all regular decreasing points and lower bounds: To find these points, 
n 

we find () combinations of local minimum points, and 4 > (ay, + bi. ), Le., 
ie] 

the sum of the midpoints of all the single-point intervals. The next step is to 
n 

find (* «J combinations of either all ajj.'S OF all bij. 's from the intervals taken 

from indices I - I, such that | > ii -(N-4 » (aij, + bij, yl<e or 
iel-1* ieI* 

b;;. -(N - (a. +b; yc € , 1.e., we attempt to find either all a;;.'s or 
ijj “4 Vj ij Ni 

iel- ik iel* 
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2.2 

all bjj.'s from the regular intervals that will sum up to N-4 x (aj, + by; ). 

i€ 

within some error-tolerance €. 

An Infinite Number of Solutions for A Given Combination of Intervals: 

Once it is determined that a combination of intervals does not hold any of the 

properties described in (2.1), we will check if the given combination of intervals 

actually provide an infinite number of solutions. Note that this type of solutions 

will be obtained only when the number of minimum points does not exceed n-2, 

because otherwise there is only possible value of the last Ki that can satisfy 
* cos : * 

>) x; =N. The number of minimum points cannot be less than 1 either, 
iel 

because otherwise we will obtain Type 2 solutions. Thus the possible number 

of minimal points are {1, ..., n-2}. We will use a similar procedure to (2.1) to 

determine the possible combination of intervals. Again, the first step is to find 
n 

all (* «) possible combinations of k minimal points, and obtain 

4 X (aj, + bi,). The next step is to check if the given combination of 
iel* 

intervals does provide a solution by ensuring that neither ), aij. > 
iel-I* 

N- 4x (ay, +bj,) nor >» ba SN- tm (aj, + byj,). However, if 
ieI* ieI-1* ieI* 

» ay, < N- 4 » (ay. +b, )< a , then we can conclude that an 
iel-I ieI* ieI-1* 

infinite number of solutions exist. If we observe these regular intervals that will 

produce an infinite number of solutions, we will note the similarities between 

these intervals and the intervals representing the domain of each f;. We know 

that all possible combinations of the regular intervals li. , (aj. , by. ], that 

satisfies > aij. < N- 4 » (aij, + bij.) < > ii will generate an infinite 
iel-I ieI* iel-I* 
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number of solutions. However, it is not always the case that all xij, € [ajj.. 

bij. can be included in the solutions. The boundaries aij.'S and bij.'s may not 

be possible to be used for a possible Xi Let us observe an example (for 

simplicity, we will drop the notion of €): Let N -4 > (aij. + bij.) = 10, and let 
k i 

iel 

the regular intervals be [1, 5], [2, 3], and [1, 4]. We will check if all the points 

: : * . 
on the intervals can be used to generate a solution. Now, for any x; obtained 

. . . *, 
from any interval, note that the smallest value it can attain is when the other x; ‘s 

taken from the other intervals are the largest they can attain on those intervals, 
. ae ' * 
i.e., the upper limits, bij. s. For example, the smallest x; that can be taken from 

[1, 5] is when the other Ki'S are 3 and 4, which sums up to 7. Since we need to 

sum the points from the intervals to N -4 > (aj. + dij; ) = 10, the smallest 

iel* 

possible X; taken from [1, 5] is thus 10 - 7 = 3. Applying this procedure to all 

the intervals, we obtain the shortened intervals [3,5] from [1,5] and [2,4] from 

[1,4]. The interval [2,3], however, is not changed, since the summation of the 

other bi. is 9, which, when subtracted from 10, gives us 1 as the lower limit of 

[2,4]. Once we adjust the aij. S from the regular intervals, we will need to adjust 

the bij. Ss. Analogously, the largest value that Xi can take from any interval is 

when each of the other xi*' s takes the smallest value on its interval, aij.'S. Let 

us observe what happens when we attempt to lower the bij.'s by assigning all 

the other xi's with aij.'S. In this case, the largest Xi that can be taken from [3,5] 

is when the other xi'S are 2 and 2, which sums up to 4. From this calculation, 

we observe that the largest Ki can be is 6. But since bjj. is already less than 6, 

the interval [3,5] remain the same. For the interval [2,4], the sum of the other 

ajj,'8 is 3+2 = 5. Again since 4 is already less than 5, we do not shorten the 

interval [2,4]. It will be understood from the intervals that any possible 
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oo * ; ; , : 
combination of x; taken from these intervals that will sum to N is a solution. 

Thus our final results will consist of all the minimal points and the (possibly 

shortened) intervals. Each of the regular intervals I,;, will become 

[max(ayj,.N-3 2 aj + Bi) y by}: 
1€ ieI-I* ~{k} 

min{ by, ,.N-5 > ay tby- ay, 31 
iel* ieI-I* -{k} 

where N-4 )) ay. +by,)— >, by, is the smallest value that aj;, can be 
ieI* icI-I* -(k} 

to obtain the sum of N, and N-4 } aij. + bij, )- > aij, is the largest 
iel* iel-I* —{(k} 

value that b,j, can attain to obtain the sum of N. Note than once we have found 

the new lower bounds for each f;, we will use these new lower bounds to 

calculate the new upper bounds for each fj (or vice versa). 

3.10 Generating Combinations of x; - The Combined Procedure 

3.10.1 Types 1,2 and 3 (Partial) Finite Solutions: 

The following procedure, which is used repeatedly, can be used to generate the 

possible (finite) combinations of solutions of Types 1, 2, and 3 (with the conditions 

mentioned in the Theorem). Since the procedure finds all possible combinations of a's 

and b's only, it is appropriate to be used to find Types 1 and 2 solutions. The conditions 

discussed for finite solutions for Type 3 are basically that the solution consists of 

minimum points and either all regular increasing values and upper bounds or all regular 

decreasing and lower bounds. The conditions of having all regular increasing values and 

upper bounds or all regular decreasing and lower bounds are the same with Types 1 and 2 

solutions. We now need only consider the significance of the minimum points to this 
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solution. Since a minimum point is represented by a (very) short interval, which 

theoretically represents a single point, we can assume that a,j taken from an interval 

whose length is less than € is essentially the same as b;; taken from the same interval. If 

we can relax the restriction of using the midpoints of single-point intervals and instead 

use only ajj's or bj;'s of these intervals, the previous method has actually covered the type 

of solutions in which all other xi's that are not the local minima have to be either all 

increasing and upper bounds, or all decreasing and lower bounds. The procedure below 

describes it in a more detailed manner. It has the same major idea with the procedure 

used to determine if some y' is attained by F(x). The only difference is that we call it to 

check (almost) all of the intervals exhaustively, not only when we find one solution. 

Once the value of y* is determined, Procedure InitComboSol (Initialize the 

Combination of Solution) is executed. It will be called twice: the first time to find all the 

possible solutions consisting of ajj.'s only and the second time to find all the possible 

combinations of bj;.'s. Note that once a combination of intervals whose ajj.'s sum up to 

N has been found, we will no longer be able to use the bij, 's from the same combination 

of intervals to generate N. It is possible to store all the combinations of a's in the first call 

of InitComboSol that can be referenced later when we check the combination of b's, i.e., 

if a combination of intervals has been stored in this list, then we will not attempt to check 

if the b's corresponding to the same combination of intervals will sum up to N. This 

method, however, is not suggested when there are many possible solutions, because the 

time it takes to check if a certain combination of intervals is in the list may be expensive, 

in which a simple checking every time may actually require fewer calculations. Since the 

procedure called by InitComboSol to find the combination of all ajj.'s or all bij. 's is 

essentially the same, the procedure below only provides the method when we need to find 

the combination of ajj.'s. The following paragraph also explains the steps that are 

performed by using aij. 's. 
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Similar to the procedures CheckYAttained and GetNextCombolnt, procedure 

InitComboSol calls procedure GetNextComboSol (Get the Next Combination of 

Solution) repeatedly until there are no more possible intervals to be checked, which is 

indicated by the value of k = 0. It first initializes the current pointer j of each index to the 

first interval to 1. One difference between GetNextCombolInt and GetNextComboSol is 

that, instead of finding an n-th interval which results in a combination of intervals that 

satisfies Dai, <Ns » di. , GetNextComboSol checks if there exists an n-th interval 
iel ie] 

that satisfies aj, + nj, =N. If we find a combination of aij, 's that sums to N, then 
iel,-1 

the current combination is a solution. Recall from Theorem 1 that we conclude a given 

y’ is attained by F(x) if the condition Dd aij, <Ns > bi. is satisfied, even though all 
iel iel 

elements of the intervals have functional values strictly less than y'’ , due to the 

connectedness of the range of F(x). This time, it is enough to conclude that any possible 
combination of aj,.'s or bjj,'s that satisfies aij; = N or d dy. = N is a solution, 

iel iel 

because, again, all f i (aj, )'s and f;( bi. )' are less than or equal to y*. If any one of 

them is equal to y*, then clearly the current combination is a solution. Otherwise, this 

implies that we obtain some combination of points, x', with F(x') < y*, which is a 

contradiction, since y* is a minimum. This hypothetical value of F(x) must have been 

obtained in the previous step of the algorithm. Therefore, once such combination is 

found, we know that it is a solution and output it. 

Very similar to GetNextCombolnt, finding the correct n-th interval is performed 

in a binary search manner with the use of j,: it first checks the middle intervals of 

Intervals[n], and depending on the value of N and the current combination of [aia it 

will either checks the intervals on the left or right of the middle interval. This is 

repeatedly done on the index n until a conclusion is found: whether or not there exists any 

apj_, that will sum to N. The same procedure is performed for every possible combination 
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of [ajj. fe . Ifadesirable a,j is found then we know that a,j cannot be used to 

satisfy the combination [aj Py [an-1j,_,+11, 1.¢., the same combination of a's from 

indices (1, 2, ...,n-2}, with the n-1%a, ap 1341, the nextaof ap_;j_,, because it will 

surely result in a summation of numbers greater than N. And this is true for each other 

ank» Where k > j,. So, in this step we will again use the array Range[i] to indicate the last 

possible index of intervals of index i to be checked. So our next step is to set Range[n] to 

be jn-1, the index of the interval located immediately on the left side of Ipj_- the interval 

whose apj_ satisfies the summation to equal N. 

What if we are not able to find the desirable a,j? Note that with the use of jp, 

whenever we fail to find such ap;_, the pointer j, will now be located at some k, where all 

elements in I, are strictly greater than any possible values of a desirable Anj, for the 

given combination [lijj, fo. In this case, therefore, we again let Range[n] be j,-1. This 

is another difference with GetNextCombolInt. In GetNextCombolnt, we will only set 

Range[n] = j,-1 when we find some j,, such that Dai; > N (not when we find a desirable 
iel 

combination of intervals, i.e., some interval Iy; such that }ajj. $N < ) bi. ). This is 
iel ie] 

since the lengths of intervals vary and thus having one combination of intervals 

[Ijj. I Ia-tie1 M[Ipj, ] satisfy the inequality }’ aj. <N< }' bj. does not imply that 
iel iel 

the combination [Ijj. FP y-1, jp-y +1! nj, ] will not satisfy the inequality. For example, 

if we let N = 8, and {[1,;]} = {[1, 3], [4, 5]} and {[Ip; }= {[3,8]}, both [1, 3] and [4, 5] 

can be paired with [3,8] to satisfy the inequality. Therefore, we would only set Range[n] 

when we encounter some I,j_ that results in aij, > N (otherwise, we did not change 
iel 

Range[n] at all). When dealing with exact points and equality, however, finding some 

aj, that results in dai = N will necessarily imply that _ dai +apn4j,_j+1+ nj, > 
1€ 1€1,-2 

N, because all aj;.'s , i#n-1, remain the same, but ap_1j +1 > @n-1,j,_;> and thus the 

new summation will certainly exceed N. 
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Now, by repeatedly increasing the pointer to the n-1" interval, j,-1, we will 

finally finish checking the last interval of the n-1'" index or we will encounter some 

An-1,j,_; Such that )/ajj. +p, > N. GetNextComboSol will then increase jp.2, and let 
iel,-} 

in-1 = 1, and repeat the above procedure with the new [lj. Ita), where the new [i fy 
n-—- 

i= equal the previous [Ij ] PlIp-2,j,-9 +1]! n—1a)- Again we need to set the new 

Range[n], and let it be the greatest index k such that Dai; +an.<N. Once this is set, 
iel,-1 

we again perform a binary search on the n-th set of intervals. 

To generalize the previous procedure by letting n-1 be some index k, the next 

step is basically to decrement k whenever j, reaches Range[k] or whenever 

Dai, + 2ail > N, i.e., whenever Kj. is the largest possible to still sum to N. We then 
el, 1€ly 

set ji, where i €1,, to start generating new combinations for the new [ay. ae We also 

set the range Range[i] to be the largest k; possible to still sum to N for the current 

combination of [aj. ih. i.e., the largest kj such that } api, + Dani +aix, SN. 
pel, mel, —{i) 

We repeat this procedure of decreasing k and increasing j, until at some point k=0, in 

which the exhaustive procedure of finding all possible combinations of solutions is 

terminated. 

procedure InitGetComboSol 

begin 

Tf not ( }jajy> N or ))Di Nintervalsfi] < N) then 
ie] ie] 

k := n-l (*) 

for i := 1 to n-1 do 

ji, = 1 

Range[i] := NIntervals[i] 
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end do 

j{n] := (NIntervals[n]+1) div 2 

Range[n] := NIntervals[n] 

while k > 0 do 

GetNextComboSol with a's (**) 

Repeat (*) through (**) with b's 

end if 

end 

procedure GetNextCombo; 

var Currindex, k: integer; 

begin 

if ett Fam < N and jy-1 <= Range[n-1] , i.e, there is at least 

one more interval to be checked on the set of intervals of index 

n-1, then 

Increase j,-, {check the next interval} 

Perform binary search on Intervals[n], from n, to MRange[n] (***) 

If found, then 

Output combination 

end if 

Decrease Range[n] (****) 

else 

k := n-1 

repeat 
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if Day, + Dai > N then {if the rest of intervals will not 

iel, iel, 

generate a solution, then we will not check them} 

Decrease k 

until k = 0 or aij, + Yai < N or j[k] < Range[k] 

iel, iel, 

If k > 0 then 

Increase J, 

if k < n-2 then {we had to decrease k at least twice} 

for i := k+l to n-1 do 

Ik := 1 

Range[i] := the largest ky such that 

¥ api, + amt +aix, SN 
pel, mel, —{i} 

end for 

end if 

Repeat Steps (***) through (****) 

end if 

end 

3.10.2 Type 3 Solutions with only One Index Whose Functional Value Is Less than 

fm(Xm) 

This is when the classication of intervals plays a significant role. The idea is that this 

type of solutions consists of only all minimum points except one. Thus we do not need to 

og * oe . : 
execute the procedure when the number of indices of x; 's that are minimum points is less 

than n-1. Otherwise, the basic idea is to find all possible combinations of n-1 indices, and 
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find the last one that can be attained from any point in a regular interval. To avoid 

obtaining the last point from an interval whose length is less than €, in which we have a 

solution that consists of all local minimum points of the functions, we will only find a 

regular interval that will result in a combination of intervals in which the summation of 

all ajj. 's is strictly less than N and N is strictly less the summation of bj. 's. This is since 

this case is already covered by the previous procedure. We are now left with the 

condition where the last X; is exclusively between the lower and upper bounds of an 

interval, which can be regular interval or a boundary interval. The basic idea of the 

procedure however, is similar to the previous procedures. The only difference is that we 

will check different combinations of n-1 indices for the minimum points: in the 

beginning, we will generate all the possible combinations of n-1 minimum points (after 

eliminating ones that are greater than N) by taking the indices of {1, 2, .., n-1}, and 

search for the correct point in the correct regular/boundary interval on the n-th index. We 

attempt to perform a binary search on the n-th interval looking for an interval that 

satisfies a,j3<N- ) Ai S byj (Note that here ™-! = 1,1). If found, we will output 
ieI"~ 

the n-1 pointsand N- ajj, as the current combination of solution. The next step 
iel"™ 

is to generate all possible combinations of n-1 minimum points taken from the indices {1, 

2, .... n-2, n} and search for the correct point in the correct regular/boundary interval on 

the n-1'h index, i.e., the missing index from the set of minimum indices. If in the 

previous procedure, for any index k, we ignore the intervals starting from the interval 

with the condition that > api, + ami +a, >N, here we ignore the intervals 
pel, mel, —{i} 

starting from the interval with the condition X apj, + . dam +a4ix, > N, where m 
pel mel* —{m)}-{i} 

is the missing index among {1, 2, ..., n}, i.e., the index whose value is taken from some 

open interval (apj rbmj,): We will omit the exact procedure of this step since the idea 

of the generating all these possible combinations is very similar to the previous one. The 
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following provides a scheme to reduce the number of combinations that need to be 

checked before the actual procedure is executed. 

procedure ReduceComboOfMinPoints (MissingIndex: integer) 

begin 

for i := 1 to MissingIndex-1 do 

J} := 1 

while MinPoint[i][j] < N - Summation (MinPoint [i] [NMinPoints[(i]] of 

other indices - b[MissingIndex] [NRegIntervals[i]] and j <= 

NMinPoints[i] do 

discard MinPoint[i][j] from possible checks 

jJr= jt 

end do 

if there is no more MinPoint left for index i then 

return 

end if 

end for 

for i := MissingIndex+l to n do 

[Repeat the same procedure] 

for i := 1 to MissingIndex-1 do 

j} := NMinPoints [i] 

while MinPoint[iJ][j] > N-Summation({New}MinPoint [i] [1] of other 

indices - a[{MissingIndex][1] and j >= 1 do 

discard MinPoint[i][(j] from possible checks 

j:=j-i 

end do 
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if there is no more MinPoint left for index i then 

return 

end if 

end for 

for i := MissingIndex+l to n do 

[Repeat the same procedure] 

end for 

end procedure 

3.10.3 Type 3 Infinite Solutions 

The basic idea of the procedure is to find different combinations of single-point intervals 

and regular intervals. The type of output that is produced no longer consists of single 

points only but a combination of both points and intervals. Again we can use the same 

idea with the previous procedure to produce different combinations of single-point 

intervals; the only difference is now we find the combinations of fewer than n-1 indices. 

Also, whereas in the previous procedure we used the first interval of the missing index to 

determine the largest possible aj;. for each single-point intervals, here we need to find the 

summation of all the first aij. 's of the missing indices. The method proposed here 

basically uses the method implemented to determine if y' is attained by F(x), but instead 

of finding a combination of intervals whose sum of ajj.'s and b jj, 's will sandwich N, here 

we need to find a combination of intervals whose sum of ajj.'s and b jj. 's will sandwich 

N-the sum of all minimum points. Also, once a combination is found, we will 

immediately output this combination; there is no need to check if y* is actually attained 

by this combination of intervals because we already know that y* is attained by the 
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minimum points. Once a combination is found, we will shorten the intervals, if possible, 

which will become the final output. 
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4. An Illustration of the Algorithm 

This chapter provides an illustration of the major steps of the algorithm. For 

simplicity, each f; is given graphically . Unless the exact points are indicated, each figure 

iS approximately drawn to scale. This is to eliminate the detailed steps of tracing each fj. 

The parameters are as follow: 

n=4,i.e., [= {1,2, 3, 4} 

N= 21 

Dp,= [2,10], De, =[2, 6], Dp, =[7, 10], De, =[1, 5] 

€= .25 

To illustrate the main idea of the algorithm, we will avoid the preliminary step: the step in 

which we restrict the domain of each function fj. The execution of the algorithm is given 

in the following paragraphs: 

1 Finding the First Y' 

Vx;, x =] => x1 = 2, x9 = 2, x3 =7, and X4 =1 

=> }xj= ¥)=2+2+7+1=12<21=N (combination not yet found) 
iel iel 

Is )x,=12<21=N< } xj +ug=2+24+74+5=16 ? 
iel iel, 

No => X4= ug= 5, j s=n-1=4-1=3 

¥,xj = 16<N = need to enter the while loop 
iel 

Is )xj=16<N ¢ Sixj+ uy =24+2+ 5+10=19 ? 
iel i#3 

No = x3 = u;= 10, j :=j-1=3-1=2 
¥,xj = 19 <N_ = need to enter the while loop 
iel 

Is xj=16<N < Yixj+ uy =2+ 10+5+6=23 ? 
iel iz2 
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Yes => x2 = N- x; =21-(2+ 10+5)=21-17=4 
i#2 

So one possible x' is (2, 4, 10, 5). From Figure 7, we find that f,(2) = 7, f2(4) = 6, 

f3(10) = 3, and f,(5) = 1.5, and thus FirstY' = F(x’) = max{7, 6, 3, 1.5} =7 

SmallestAttainY = y' =7 

From Figure 7, we also obtain MaxMinF = max(min{f,(x;)} = 2.5, min{f,(x,) = 2, 

min{f(xs)} = 3, min{fu(x,)} = 1.5) = 3. 
Let y'=7 by ee ty 2 =5 

From Figure 8, we obtain [{1jj(5)}] =[ (15, 8], [8, 101}, {[2, 3]}, ([9.5,10}}, {(1,5}}] 

There are 2 combinations of intervals: [[5, 8], [2, 3], [9.5, 10], [1, 5]] and [[8, 10], 

  

[2, 3], [9.5, 10], [1, 5]]. Following the algorithm, we will first examine the first 

combination: 

a. Yay =5+2+9.5+1=17.5 <N<}'bj =8 +3 + 10 +5 = 26 (first property) 
ie] iel 

b. Can we find any ay;,, bmj_. k #m, such that f,@y;, ) = fmOmj,)=5 ? 

Yes, let k = 1, and m = 2, and thus y' =5 is attained by F(x) 

=> SmallestAttainY = y' = 5 
MaxMinF+y = 3+5 _ 

2 2 

From Figure 9, we obtain [{1jj(4)}] = [ {{7, 7], [9, 10]}, {[2, 2.5]}, ({9.8,10}}, 

{[1,5]}] 

There are 2 combinations of intervals: [[7, 7], [2, 2.5], [9.8, 10], [1, 5]] and [[9, 10], 

[2, 2.5], (9.8, 10], [1, 5]]. Following the algorithm, we will first examine the first 

4   c. Replace y'=7 by 

combination: 
a Diag = 7+24+9.8+1=198 <N< Sib =7+25 + 1045 = 24:5 (first 

iel iel 

property) 

b. Can we find any ay;,, bm. k # m, such that f,(ayj, ) = fm(mj,) =4 ? 
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Yes, letk = 1, and m =2, and thus y' = 4 is attained by F(x) 

=> SmallestAttainY = y' = 4 

MaxMinF+y _3+4 | 

2 2 

6 From Figure 10, we obtain [{1)(3.5)}] =[ {[9.7, 10]}, ([2, 2.3]}, ([9-9,10]}, ({1,5]}]. 

c. Replace y'=4 by 3.5   

We examine this only combination: 

a. Dai. =95+2+9.9+1=22.4>N (fail the first property - y' is not attained by 
iel 

F(x) 

b. Is [SmallestAttainY - y'l < €? 

No => Replace y'= 3.5 by y +SmallestAttainY _ 3.5+4 

2 

7. From Figure 11, we obtain [{1jj(3.75)}] = [ {[9.5, 10]}, {[2, 2.4]}, ([9.85,10]}, 

{[1,5] }]. 

We examine this only combination: 

a Day. = 9.5 +2+9.85 + 1 = 22.35 >N (fail the first property - y' is not attained 
ieI 

by F(x) 

b. Is ISmallestAttainY - y'l < €? 

Cc. = 3.75   

c. Yes = y* =SmallestAttainy = 4 

8 We know that [{1j(4)}] =[ {(7, 7], [9, 10]}, ([2, 2.5]}, {[9.8,10}}, {[1,5]}]. We now 

need to find all combinations of solutions. We first classify each interval 

corresponding to each index: 

a. SinglePoint{1] = {[7, 7]}, RegularIntervals[1] = {[9, 10]} 

SinglePoint{2] = ©, RegularIntervals[2] = {[2, 2.5]} 

SinglePoint[3] = ©, RegularIntervals[3] = {[9.8, 10]} 

SinglePoint[4] = ©, RegularIntervals[4] = {[1, 5]} 

b. Find regular and boundary solutions: 
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The only combination of regular intervals is [[9, 10], (2, 2.5], (9.8, 10], [1, 5]]. 
Check if S)ayj.=N: Yay. =9 +2 +9.8 + 1 =21.8 (no) 

iel iel 

Check if di. =N: D dy, = 10+2.5 + 10 +5 = 27.5 (no) 
iel iel 

. Find minimum solutions: 

The only combination of intervals with SinglePoint interval is [[7, 7], [2, 2.5], 

[9.8, 10], [1, 5]]. Since[7,7] is the only minimum point, the only possible XE is 7. 

For this xy ( k = 1) we check for both finite and infinite solutions. First we 

obtain N - ay; = 14 

1 Yay, = 2+9.8+1=128<N- ay, 
i#l 

2 » dij, =2.5+10+5=17.5<N - ay 
i#l 

Since }' aj, <N - ayj, < }/ bij. , there is an infinite number of solutions. For all 
il i#l 

; *. 
i#1, x; isin jy. 

. Restrict each interval solution: 

a2] = max{ a7},N- aki. > dij. } = max(2, 14- (10 + 5) =-1} =2 

i#1,2 

a31= max(a3), N - ayj - > dy. } = max(9.8, 14 - (2.5 +5) =6.5} =9.8 
i#1,3 

a4) = max( a4), N- aKj, - Dd, } = max{1, 14 - (2.5 + 10) = 1.5} =1.5 
i#l,4 

bz;= min{ bo), N- akj, - Dai, } = min(2.5, 14 - (9.8 + 1) =3.2} =2.5 

i#i,2 

b3;= min{ b3;, N- Kj - Dai; } = min{10, 14-(2 + 1) =11} =10 

i1,3 

ba = min{ b41, N- AK, - Dai; } = min{5, 14- (2 + 9.8) = 2.2) = 2.2 

i#1,4 

. The solutions for y* = F(x) are all x* such that xi = 7, and for each i # 1, Xi is 

any combination of points taken from [2, 2.5] for i = 2, [9.8, 10] for i = 3, and 

[1,5, 2.2] for i = 4 that satisfy Dx; = 14 
i#]
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5. Conclusions and Further Research 

We have developed an algorithm to find all solutions x* to the equation y* = 

min{F(x)} = min{max({f;(x;)}} for continuous variable x;'s satisfying DX; =N, where 
iel 

each f; can be multimodal. 

[IbKa88] described a method to solve an integer resource allocation problem 

which is based on the continuous counterpart, called continuous relaxation. These results 

might suggest that further research to solve the integer version of this minimax resource 

allocation problem which is based on the methods presented in this thesis may be worth 

investigating. It is also possible that any future approach to solve the integer version 

might be completely independent of the continuous one. [IbKa88], however, states that 

the complexity of the integer version is NP-hard. 

Because of the limitations of space and time, this work did not address a number 

of details related to the solution of problems described briefly in the following 

paragraphs: 

1 In many practical situations, it might be sufficient to obtain only one solution to the 

problem. In this case, we can modify the procedures for finding all the solutions to 

terminate once a solution is found. The paper provides the method to find all 

solutions for both theoretical and practical reasons. One of the theoretical objectives 

is to emphasize the significance of the theorems - that the above solutions are the only 

possible ones, which signifies both sufficiency and necessity of the characteristics of 

x*. A major practical purpose is to enable further levels of optimization. Given all 

possible x*, we can formulate a second objective function to be minimized over the 

domain of all possible x*. Clearly, this can only be performed when x* is not unique. 
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When there are an infinite number of solutions, i.e., when the solutions include Type 

3 Infinite Solutions, further levels of optimization will be more feasible. We might 

wish to find a lexicographically optimal solution, such as one proposed in [Fu80]. 

The procedure used in determining [{1jj, }] for a given y’, i.e., by tracing each fj for 

every increment A allows us to have a more general specification of f, in which f;(x;) 

is not given as a clsoed form analytical expression of x;: f,(x;) can now be given in 

tabulated form. We still, however, need to ensure that f,(x;) is never constant on any 

interval. If this is not the case, then some of the procedures used will need some 

modifications. The possible values for regular intervals will no longer consist of 

combinations of only either all ajj.'s or all bjj.'s, but they can also consist of 

combinations of constant intervals, such that any point in between the limits of the 

intervals may be a possible Xi. 

It is possible to specify each f,; piece-wise over a number of intervals in its domain. If 

each of the portion of this function is strictly monotone, then finding the intervals 

(Ii) on each monotone portion of the curve can be efficiently accomplished with a 

binary search. Computational efficiency can be improved further when the inverse 

function of each monotone portion is known, such as logarithmic, exponential, or 

linear functions. In such a case, tracing the function f; is not necessary. 

Tracing each fj to find intervals whose functional values are less than or equal to y’ 

using a given Step-size carries with it the risk of missing a very short Ij;. One way to 

reduce the possibility of such error is to retrace, using a smaller Step-size, each 

portion of each function whose functional values are very close to y'. Note that this 

refinement of the method does not completely eliminate the possibility of missing 

such interval. However, this is a common problem encountered in numerical 

approaches to find a solution. 
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4 When there is an infinite number of solutions, i.e., when the output includes some 

combination of intervals, we can give more specific outputs by actually producing 

combinations of numbers generated from these intervals: we take.a (finite) number of 

points from each interval with the use of some increment A. When the algorithm is 

required to generate exact points, this mechanized method may be a better approach. 

The above options and alternatives of the algorithm, however, were not 

implemented in this thesis to maintain its simplicity and general applicability. There are 

certainly other possible ways to improve the algorithm, which depend on the particular 

application and the types of inputs and functions involved. 
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